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Palo Verde College: 30th Fifteen
Minutes of Fame Winner
Sean “Ties” It All Together
Sean C. Hancock is the Vice President of Instruction
and Student Services at Palo Verde College. His career
in higher education spans 18 years, 15 of those years
working for a private career college. He has an Ed.D. in
Educational Administration from the University of the
Pacific, and has held numerous, progressively responsible
positions (Administrative Assistant, Project Director, and
Campus Director). Sean sees himself as having grown
up in administration, receiving in-house training from
content experts on pedagogy, enrollment services, career
services, student support services, and leadership, all while
continuing his own educational pursuits.

Sean C. Hancock

N&V: What drew you to Palo Verde College?
SH: After completing my doctorate, I decided it was
created by the indigenous people from thousands
time to write a new chapter in my life. I had completed
of years ago. In the book Ancient Footprints of the
a start-up, having opened the Modesto campus for San
Colorado River, local resident and author Alfredo
Joaquin Valley College, a private institution, and I had
Acosta Figueroa postulates that the Parker/Palo
been at the helm for 10 years. I wanted to continue to
Verde area is Aztlan, the legendary ancestral home
serve students seeking regionally accredited certificates
of the Aztec peoples.
and degrees, so I focused my job
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The demographics of Palo Verde College vary
from that of many other colleges due to the number of inmates served by the college through correspondence and online education. Palo Verde
College has two state prisons nearby, Ironwood
State Prison and Chuckawalla Valley State Prison.
During a TEDx talk, Infinite possibilities / Mark Taylor
/ TEDxIronwoodStatePrison, May 29, 2014, inmate
Mark Taylor highlights the educational opportunities
afforded him through Palo Verde College.
N&V: Why should students choose to attend Palo
Verde over other choices?
SH: Due to our remote location, we have small class
sizes, and immediate access to counseling services.
Students have the opportunity to benefit from personalized services. Our dedicated faculty and staff are
committed to providing the time and attention necessary to address the individual needs of our students.
N&V: What do you like most about your work at the
college?
SH: I am motivated and inspired by the potential
of our students and the awesome responsibility we
have to make a meaningful difference in their lives.
Community colleges are the lifeline for so many people
who might not otherwise be able to see a future for
themselves.
I also enjoy the fact that I serve as the Chief
Instructional Officer, as well as the Chief Student
Services Officer. This allows me to blur the line between
instruction and student services, taking a holistic,
singular view of how we all contribute to student
achievement.

one being placed on Probation by the ACCJC in July
of 2014, just days after my arrival to the campus to
assume my new position. Fortunately, through hard
work and collaboration, Palo Verde College was able to
successfully address all eight of the recommendations.
N&V: What major planning initiatives will the college
implement over the next three to five years?
SH: In addition to many existing and impending state
initiatives, Palo Verde College is undergoing a technological renaissance, whereby through the implementation of eLumen and SchoolGauge, the college will
be equipped with the timely data necessary to inform
decision-making and planning around improving
student outcomes.
N&V: Anything else you want your colleagues to know
about Palo Verde College?
SH: The campus climate at Palo Verde College is that
of a family, fights and all! That said, everyone pulls
together to support each other and the institution in
time of need. This is an extremely friendly community.
N&V: What would you like to share about your nonPalo Verde life?
SH: My home is predominately French; my husband is a French native, and we have two amazing
French Bulldogs, Gaston and Toulouse. They all live
in Modesto, while I spend the majority of my time in
Blythe, traveling every other weekend. We enjoy traveling to France every couple of years to visit his family,
and especially enjoy visiting Honfleur, a quaint seaside
village in northern France.

N&V: Final question—and the one we all want to
answer: What’s with the bow ties!
N&V: What’s tough about your job?
SH: The fact that I serve as the Chief Instructional
SH: After completing my doctorate, I wanted to reinOfficer, as well as the Chief Student Services Officer—
vent myself, so I started wearing bow ties. I became
in other words, it’s a blessing and a curse!
obsessed, and now, except for funerals, I wear only bow
ties. Now that it has become somewhat of a brand, I
N&V: What major challenges has the college addressed often wonder: if I lose the bow ties, will I also lose part
over the last ten years?
of my identity?
SH: Palo Verde College has faced a number of major
challenges over the last ten years, the most recent
N&V: Unlikely. . . .
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About Palo Verde College
Palo Verde College, located on the banks of the
Colorado River in the agriculturally fertile Palo Verde
Valley of southeastern California, opened its doors in
1947 to just 17 students. Over the years the college
grew, and in 2001 moved to its new 200 acre campus
on the mesa overlooking the city of Blythe, California.
Palo Verde College supports an exemplary learning
environment with high quality educational programs
and services, and is currently the college of choice for
thousands of students of all ages and backgrounds.
Students attend classes from early morning to late
evening and weekends taking advantage of a wide
variety of courses including career and technical,
transfer, developmental, and continuing education.
In 1999 Palo Verde Community College District
expanded to include the eastern part of San Bernardino
County and the City of Needles. The Palo Verde
College Needles Center occupies the historic Claypool
Building, which was renovated over a five year period
and restored to its classic architectural features inside
and out. The newly renovated Needles Center opened
its doors on June 18, 2009 and is now home to a 21st
century learning environment outfitted with cutting
edge technology throughout.
Whether you are interested in going to class on
campus, distance learning, or even interactive iTV

education, Palo Verde College has the types of study
that will fit your busy lifestyle. The college offers a wide
variety of certificate programs, associate degrees, and
transfer programs for those interested in transferring
to a four-year university after completing their first
two years of education at PVC, or for those who aspire
to get a good paying job after leaving college.
Our academic programs and services are designed
to promote student success and lifelong learning for
a diverse community of learners. Palo Verde College
is committed to excellence, and to your success in
whatever educational path you choose.
—Taken from the Palo Verde College website.
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Mission, Vision, and Values
Vision

Values

Palo Verde College will be known for excellence—
educationally, socially, economically, and culturally.

Excellence

Mission
Palo Verde College provides opportunities for
personal and professional growth to a diverse
community of learners in an academic environment
committed to student success and equity by supporting student achievement of basic skills, certificate,
degree, university transfer, and career goals.

Palo Verde College is committed to excellence. The
College expects quality instruction and services, and
applauds the achievement of its students, faculty
and staff.
Learning
Palo Verde College facilitates lifelong learning and
encourages scholastic achievement. The College
believes that knowledge, understanding, and their
application are keys to a better future.
Integrity and Ethics
Palo Verde College maintains the highest standards of
ethics and integrity. The College consistently demands
respect, honesty, and fairness in its educational
programs, professional interactions, and community
relations.
Diversity
Palo Verde College celebrates diversity in its students,
in its faculty and staff, and in its community. Diversity
enriches us all and strengthens our community.
Creativity
Palo Verde College supports and encourages creativity
and innovation.
Civic Responsibility
Palo Verde College supports the continuous development of civic responsibility.
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Palo Verde Students at a Glance
Annual 2015–2016
Student Count

Student Count (%)

Palo Verde Total

6,626

100.00%

African-American

639

9.64%

American Indian/Alaskan Native

48

0.72%

Asian

229

3.46%

Filipino

116

1.75%

Hispanic

2,384

35.98%

Multi-Ethnicity

155

2.34%

Pacific Islander

38

0.57%

Unknown

199

3.00%

White Non-Hispanic

2,818

42.53%

Female

1,485

22.41%

Male

5,133

77.47%

Unknown

8

0.12%

Credit FTES

Non-Credit FTES

Total FTES

1781

106

1887

Annual 2015–2016
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Movie Crazed CIOs Turn SF into La La Land
Lights, Camera, Action!
The CCCCIO kicked off their Spring 2017 Conference
with several allusions to Hollywood, including Star
Wars, Humphrey Bogart, James Bond, the Wizard
of Oz, Clint Eastwood, Kevin Costner, and Clark
Gable. They were preceded by the Randy Lawson 411
Academy for New and Aspiring CIOs, and those who
aspired thirty appeared to Do the Right Thing, thanks
to femmes fatale Pam Deegan, Dona Boatright,
Mary Kay Rudolph, and Meridith Randall.
At the opening luncheon, CCSF Chancellor Susan
Lamb welcomed the group and ACCJC Interim
President Richard Winn gave a positive, thoughtful,
and reassuring speech about improvements in
ACCJC and the development of better relationships
with the field. The mid-afternoon session featured
Sonya Christian and Craig Howard about “guided
pathways.” Several colleges are working on various
models.
Always a star and never a walk-on, Eileen
O’Hare was featured in the sizzling series “The FIve
Things that Can Get You Fired: Part II.” Van Ton-

Quinlivan, Mario Rodriguez, and Javier Romero
updated Strong Workforce, and afterwards Madelyn
Arballo and Allison Tom-Miura encouraged CIOs to
embrace Non-Credit, Adult Education, and non-credit
CTE as significant partners with the credit programs.
Michelle DuBreul and Andrea Chatwood invited
the group to make good use of the various programs
and presentations available in the Professional Learning
Network. There followed the President’s Reception.
The Chancellor’s Office gang (including some CIOs
in walk-on parts) should have gotten an award for
“Best Comedic Titles at a Friday Morning Conference.”
Pam Walker had a starring role but there was a cast of
thousands, including Kirsten Corbin, Jackie Escajeda,
Rhonda Mohr, Theresa Tena, Sally MontemayorLenz, Paul Fiest, Virginia Guleff, and Delores
Davison. The winning—or winsome—titles were There’s
No Place Like Home: Chancellors Office Update Part I, and
Frankly My Dear, I don’t Give a Damn!: Chancellors Office
Update Part II. This was a fitting and happy ending for a
conference crammed with useful information.
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Trio of New CIOs to Join CCCCIO
Pat Setzer
Vice President of Instruction
Cuyamaca College
Pat has a Bachelor of Music in Classical Guitar Performance and a Master
of Arts in Music History. He spent 30 years teaching music at community
colleges in Pennsylvania and California before becoming an administrator.
After 17 years at Cuyamaca College as an instructor, and later a
department chair, and three years as a dean, stepping up to the CIO
position seemed like a logical progression. It’s a very exciting time to be
involved with leadership in the California Community College system.
Acceleration, guided pathways, and creating student-centered learning environments—there is no shortage of opportunities to contribute.

Mr. Dale A. van Dam
Reedley College
Vice President of Instruction
Dale is currently transitioning to his position at Reedley College’s chief
instructional officer. He was an adjunct faculty member in Geology at CSU,
Sacramento, Sierra College, and Yuba College from 1991 to 1997; a faculty
member at American River College in Geology, Earth Science, Geography,
and GIS between 1997 and 2006; and a Dean at Folsom Lake College
between 2006 and 2017.
I am especially attracted to this position at Reedley College because
I believe that rural community colleges, in many ways, provide the
fullest expression of what a community college can represent to the
community it serves. For me, Reedley College is a great fit: a good size,
with strong academic programs, a diverse student body, a strong and
honored historical legacy, solid (and still developing) sports programs,
and career technical programs that respond exceptionally well to our
service area. I’m looking forward to working with an already great
administrative team to move the college toward goals set forth in
Reedley’s recently revised Educational Master Plan and Strategic Plan.
I’m also very excited to learn about the communities I’ll be living
and working in and serving, including the two locations where
(continued on next page)
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Reedley currently operates community college centers: Madera and Oakhurst.
(Madera is currently on an arc to enter candidacy as a 4th comprehensive community
college in the State Center CCD by 2019.) I like the agricultural/natural resource
emphasis of the region and believe that Reedley College’s outstanding programs
in animal husbandry/plant and soil science (including a 300-acre college farm)
and forestry (including an 800-acre forest under college management) can be vital
resources in creating unsurpassed programs in these disciplines. Reedley is well
positioned to excel in delivering training in its legacy programs and also progressively
looking to opportunistically expand and enhance programs using bond funds (local
bond Measure C, passed overwhelmingly by voters in June 2016). The college also
is participating in Guided Pathways, assessing alternatives to traditional methods of
developmental education and hosts a middle college high school on campus. There is
a lot to be proud of and a lot to do at Reedley College!

Lisa Aguilera Lawrenson, Ph.D.
Vice President of Instruction
American River College
Lisa attended American River College and earned her general
education there. Then she earned a Bachelor of Arts degree
in English, a Master of Arts degree in English, and a Ph.D. in
Education, with a Community College Leadership emphasis. She
taught English and Humanities full time in a community college
for 12 years, and has been an administrator in the Los Rios
Community College District (mostly at ARC) for 11 years.
I am passionate about community college education and social
justice. As a faculty member, I recognized that being an administrator was a good way to help facilitate change to improve educational
outcomes for students. So I entered into administration as a student
services administrator, an instructional dean, and then an associate
vice president of instruction. On this leadership journey, my goal was to help
students and to create meaningful institutional change. When the Vice President
of Instruction position at ARC became available, I knew it would be an excellent opportunity to support efforts to bridge the achievement gap at my campus
and improve outcomes for all students. Additionally, since I am a former ARC
student, the opportunity to lead at this college was particularly important to me.
The team of administrators at ARC is outstanding and it is an honor to serve
with them as the Vice President of Instruction. In addition, I am looking
forward to working with colleagues across the state, especially the CIOs!
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Randy Emery and Students

New feature . . .
Meet the Press!
Jennifer Vega La Serna, the CIO at College of
the Sequoias brought to our attention an exciting
program at COS. Jennifer not only seized the day,
but suggested that News & Views, with the help
of CIOs could spread the word by about the fine
things that California community colleges are
doing up and down the state. It’s just a matter of
bringing articles you have discovered about our
institutions and bringing them to our attention.
In this, our initial experiment, we are happy
to note that the trade publication American
Welder published an article featuring Randy
Emery, a gifted and creative instructor who
is dedicated to expanding the COS welding
program and facility, and motivating students,
fostering local interest in welding, and
facilitating career pathways. The program
is designed to prepare students for entrylevel employment in welding through the
study of fabrication, metal transfer, and
different shielding gasses. Students also learn
metallurgy, blueprint design, and creation,

COS Welding

Instructor Randy Emery with student Patrick Michels
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joint design, and basic materials science. According
to Emery, all of the welding instructors have adopted
a balanced training delivery practice. The students
appreciate Mr. Emery—one commented that “the
instruction he has given me, and the entire class, has
been very thorough, and he always gives us personal
attention if we need help.”
American Welder is a publication of the American
Welding Society.
*****
PS: Congratulations to COS Welding
student Patrick Michels!
Patrick is the first College of the Sequoias
student to be awarded the American
Welding Society’s Central Valley Section
Scholarship. The $2000.00 scholarship will
help him pursue his Welding Engineering
degree. Patrick has his eye on attending
Ohio State’s Welding Engineering program.

COS Welding

COS Welding
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Your 2017–18 Conference Photo Album

411 Academy students hard at work

411 Academy students hard at work

411: Pam D.

Best bow tie at the conference!!
(continued on next page)
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CCSF Chancellor with ACCJC’s Richard Winn

CIO Co-President Meridith Randall

VC of Communications Paul Feist

Susan Lamb welcomes CIOs
(continued on next page)
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Mary Kay Rudolph with Susan Lamb

Conference and luncheon
(continued on next page)
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Conference and luncheon

Conference and luncheon
(continued on next page)
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Conference and luncheon
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Conference and luncheon

Conference and luncheon
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ACCJC’s Stephanie Droker and Richard Winn

Dialog

Dialog

Dialog

(continued on next page)
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Dialog

Dialog

Dialog

Dialog
(continued on next page)
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Dialog

Pathways

Eileen O’Hare and the five things that can get you fired

BIG WINNER—Bobbi Villalabos takes home News and Views prize!
(continued on next page)
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Guess who is the Doran Award winner?

IRENE!!

Irene Malmgren with the Carter Doran Leadership Award
(continued on next page)
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CIO Jeopardy

CIO Jeopardy
(continued on next page)
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CIO Jeopardy

Hanging out in Chinatown

(continued on next page)
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Regional meetings

Regional meetings
(continued on next page)
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Regional meetings

Regional meetings
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Regional meetings

Regional meetings
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Regional meetings

Dan Webb, Civitas Learning

Matt Coombs, eLumen
(continued on next page)
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CCCCO gang

Virginia Guleff & Dolores Davidson, Chairs of the California Community College Curriculum Committee (5C)
(continued on next page)
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Not so old hands

Pam with buddies
(continued on next page)
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Pam gets a prize
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CIO President Ponders
Selling Her Soul!
Hello colleagues —
It’s almost the end of my second stint as your President
(or co-President) and I suppose that inevitably creates
an opportunity for reflection. At the state level, we will
be saying farewell to Vice Chancellor Dr. Pam Walker,
who has led us through the valley of baccalaureate
degrees and curriculum reform, among other things,
and we are learning every day about Chancellor
Oakley’s priorities. As a system, we seem to be making
a slow turn from growth and access to effectiveness,
typified by “guided pathways,” and we continue to
make inroads in equitable outcomes. On our campuses,
turnover of CEOs and CIOs is non-stop, and we all
have an increased urgency to stay up to speed on new
legislation and initiatives. And yes—the state legislature
will keep telling us how to do our jobs.
In all of this noise, the CIO (and usually ALO) needs to
be confident, serene, and supportive (picture the Mona
Lisa, and the comparable male version). We truly are the
lynchpins for our campuses and should be the sources of
all accurate information. We need to find the common
threads in all the different laws and initiatives, and more
important, need to see how they can work together to
benefit our students. We need to make friends and allies
with our CSSOs and CBOs. We need to keep our heads
when all about us are losing them—and blaming it on us.
As someone who has been a CIO for about 13 years now,
I won’t lie—it’s a tough gig. But humor helps . . . so here
are the Top 10 Reasons to be a CIO:
1. You get to watch the CSSO be congratulated for
increased enrollments—usually the year after
you were blamed for a decrease.
2. Faculty members sometimes invite you to parties,
and then you can agonize over whether it’s
appropriate to attend.
3. If you step in to support a dean, you are meddling. If you do not step in, you are heartless.
4. You are constantly asked to explain ACCJC’s
actions . . . as if any of it makes sense.

5. You can count on sticky student or union issues
arising at 5 pm the day before your first two-week
vacation in 10 years.
6. Often, you need to pretend you read every course
outline before a Curriculum Committee meeting,
or even that you remember how to log in to
Curricunet. . . .
7. You will magically be able to attend three meetings at the same time, because Outlook says that
you can.
8. After a few years, you can tell just by looking at
an applicant whether she will be a good faculty
member . . . no need to ask 14 questions.
9. You will bite your tongue a thousand times in
various committees to keep from saying, “Are we
a college or not? If so, why do I need to justify
spending [choose small amount] on [choose
obvious student need]?”
10. At some point in your career, you may make the
dubious decision to become a CEO—and you will
ignore the laughter in the background as you
sell your soul. 
So clearly, being a CIO is the best position in our
wacky community college system . . . Enjoy every
minute, just as I have, and you will never work a day
in your life. Even on weekends.
Thanks for being fantastic colleagues and for a
wonderful year.
—Meridith Randall
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Curriculum Just Isn’t Sexy?
Message from the
Vice Chancellor
of Academic Affairs
During the three years I have spent at the California
Community College Chancellor’s Office, there have
been ongoing discussions on how to streamline the
curriculum approval process. Everyone I have spoken
to tells me that the process is too slow and has offered
various suggestions on how to speed it up. The reality
is “curriculum just isn’t sexy!” However, it is the core
of what we do in higher education. Though we all
are aware of the folks who just like to hang out at our
colleges, the vast majority who arrive at our doorstep
are serious students. People become students in order
to learn, to take a course, to commit to a program of
study. Such students deserve the great effort to develop
good course content and make sure that accreditation,
transfer, and articulation standards are met. The work
that goes into developing a rigorous, approved course
to teach simply cannot be rushed.
Allow me to offer a brief history. Thirty years ago,
the California Legislature supported Assembly Bill (AB)
1725 and the faculty, under the auspices of 10 +1,
took on the development of curriculum. The Academic
Senate for California Community Colleges (ASCCC)
continues to keep an up-to-date website and faculty
processes for the 113 colleges. They recognize that
curriculum is the heart and soul of the work they do
to educate our students. In recent years, the Student
Transfer Achievement Reform Act (Senate Bill (SB)
1440 and 440) enabled the California Community
Colleges and California State University to collaborate
on the creation of associate degrees for transfer (ADTs)
in Associate in Arts (AA-T) and Associate in Science
(AS-T). This legislation supported collaboration
between the two systems, bringing with it new
terminology like Transfer Model Curriculum (TMC)
and Course Identification Numbering System (C-ID),
which became part of the community college lexicon.

There has been legislation, task forces, and
universal support for the processes of curriculum;
it is simply what colleges do. However, in 1991, AB
1725 also determined that in addition to colleges’
local curriculum approval processes, they must
seek approval from the Chancellor’s Office before
offering the curriculum. For 26 years, the California
Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office Academic
Affairs Division has done the tedious and laborious
work of approving college curriculum.
In the early days, one half-time person reviewed
curriculum at the state level as colleges sent paper
copies of course outlines and program components to
the Chancellor’s Office for approval. Eventually, one
full-time Chancellor’s Office staff member was assigned
to this task as colleges became more expansive with
course interest, but the approval process began to
slow down. Additional staff were assigned to do this
work. Then around 2008, the Chancellor’s Office staff
believed it would be more effective to use technology
to support the transfer of data; thus, Curricunet was
brought online in 2010. Technology is often fraught
with issues and “unintended consequences,” in this
case leading to the inability for the technology to
handle 300,000 pieces of curriculum in the inventory.
By 2014, there was a curriculum backlog in the
“infamous queue” at the Chancellor’s Office. SB 1440
and 440 initiated over 2,200 programs alone that
needed to be developed and approved by the colleges
(continued on next page)
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and the Chancellor’s Office. For each 60-unit program
developed by a college, there may have been ten 3-unit
courses redesigned or developed. Potentially, over
20,000 new items of curriculum may have been sent
to the Chancellor’s Office for review. The Chancellor’s
Office’s Academic Affairs Division was and still is
completely understaffed and the technology has not
supported the new legislative effort.
In addition, there were over 4,000 items
of curriculum going back and forth through
conversations in the Curriculum Inventory in order
to complete a course/program approval. During
the months of December and May, the queue would
become inundated with a “curriculum dump” from
almost all 113 colleges as they prepared for their
breaks. The Chancellor’s Office staff would then don
their “green visors” each morning to work on the
overloaded “queue on Q Street” in Sacramento. It was
simply a mess!
It was clear that changes needed to be made in the
curriculum approval processes at the Chancellor’s
Office and the “village” concept was the only way
to make it happen. Many conversations took place
across the state to develop a path forward. Today those
changes are becoming reality as follows:
1. The System Advisory Committee on Curriculum
(SAAC) changed its name to California
Community College Curriculum Committee
(5C). In addition, it went from an advisory group
to a recommending body, providing policy and
guidance on all matters related to curriculum,
including creation, implementation, and endorsement of curriculum through the California
Community College system.
2. Co-Chaired by CIO Virginia Guleff (Butte College)
and ASCCC Representative Dolores Davison
(Foothill College) and supported by deans and
staff at the Chancellor’s Office; 5C brought
together a work group on curriculum to better
understand the history and current processes of
curriculum, which helped to facilitate possible
changes needed to take place.

3. The ASCCC developed a series of workshops
to support the colleges in these efforts; the
Chancellor’s Office also introduced concepts
that enhanced the roles and responsibilities of
the Chief Instructional Officers, Chief Executive
Officers, Chief Student Services Officers, and
Boards of Trustees.
4. Title 5 changes are in development; beginning
first with credit course and program changes.
5. The Chancellor’s Office developed a partnership
with the California Community College Tech
Center to develop a new Chancellor’s Office
Curriculum Inventory named COCI. By June
2017, COCI becomes the new curriculum inventory; Governet will no longer be under contract
to store the more than 300,000 pieces of college
curriculum.
As these new concepts streamline the curriculum
process and local control becomes evident, the
Chancellor’s Office will continue to shift workloads and
reconstitute new processes. The Chancellor’s Office has
fewer than 500 courses in the infamous queue with
nothing more than a month out. This is outstanding
news!
At the ASCCC’s Curriculum Institute in July, more
than 800 faculty, staff, and administrators will come
together to learn more about the changes that will
benefit them for years to come.
The Chancellor’s Office Academic Affairs Division
should be addressing innovations and curricular issues
at the macro level, providing critical technical support
to colleges, not simply approving curriculum. There
will be several years of title 5 changes and unintended
consequences will be discussed throughout the process.
So much has been accomplished in the last three years
and everyone involved should be commended. You
know who you are and how your involvement moved
the agenda on streamlining curriculum. Perhaps,
curriculum is sexy after all!

